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 Case study of physiotherapy treatment of a patient with distortion of ankle joint

The aim of this thesis is to gather and present theoretical information about distortion of ankle joint, which in the special part of the thesis 

is used in making of a case study report of a patient with this diagnose.
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The bachelor thesis met the set goals. The student properly consulted his thesis during the clinical work placement and after its completion.

I appreciate a high number of literary sources. But the article about the ultrasound from 1986 is very outdated.

The different font is used in the list of literature and on these pages: 40, 50, 74 (Table 19).

When did your patient undergo hydrotherapy and magnetotherapy?

Why did you check cranial nerves and spinal distances in the patient after ankle distorsion?

What do you think about your patient´s prognosis?
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